
 

 

 

THE PURSUIT OF EXTRAORDINARY
“Ever since the development of ODIN w
to forge a world-class IEM. An IEM capable of 
heard before, an IEM that would make Empire p
boundaries of imagination, culminating in the genesis of a new flagship. Empire created ODIN to 
embrace challenges head-on, combining state
refusing to compromise. ODIN is a thoroughbred IEM
to achieve one single goal – to deliver 

ODIN owes its distinctive sound signature to o
always strived to offer the extraordinary, the unrivaled, the best. Every element of ODIN is a 
combination of reminiscence to our history and the most innovative technology. The result is a unique 
masterpiece of enduring value and a magnificent achievement in 

With ODIN, Empire had left the dimensions which define the operations of all 
established new paradigms that had previously not existed.

 

Jack Vang 

 

 “I pushed every boundary in the pursuit of this 
extraordinary IEM I possibly could.”

-Dean Vang 

Founder & CTO 

  

THE PURSUIT OF EXTRAORDINARY
Ever since the development of ODIN was given the green light in 2017, we’ve been driven by a passion 

class IEM. An IEM capable of delivering unparalleled levels of performance
an IEM that would make Empire proud. It began as a dream and went beyond the 

culminating in the genesis of a new flagship. Empire created ODIN to 
on, combining state-of-the-art technology with supreme des

refusing to compromise. ODIN is a thoroughbred IEM, a powerful, omniscient and epic
to deliver only the most extraordinary listening experience

ODIN owes its distinctive sound signature to our founder, CTO and my father, Dean Vang, who has 
always strived to offer the extraordinary, the unrivaled, the best. Every element of ODIN is a 
combination of reminiscence to our history and the most innovative technology. The result is a unique 

ce of enduring value and a magnificent achievement in the portable audio industry

With ODIN, Empire had left the dimensions which define the operations of all competition
established new paradigms that had previously not existed.” 

in the pursuit of this IEM I’ve dreamed of. I believe that I’ve
possibly could.” 
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